
Islands of adventure
No Ride

Scavenger Hunt

Thanks to ‘Jennyturin’ and the forum folks at 
touringplans.com for the inspiration. many of these 

come directly from Jenny’s ideas.

Port of Entry

Seuss Landing

     How many cats are hoping to uncage   
     dinner?

Why should the Jailhouse Warden be worried?

What vehicles can you rent from ‘Reliable Rent-
als’, Which would you choose?

What ‘love birds’ can you spot cuddling up in 
Port of Entry?

What alternative names does the ‘Trading Co’ 
have for each of the Islands of Adventure?

Find and take a picture with Dr Seuss, a police-
man is nearby.

What book can you spot on the towel at Sneech 
Beech?

Play a game of Tic Tac Toe with Joe in if I ran 
the zoo, who won?

Take a picture of the ‘Zax bypass’.

The Lost
Continent
Who lives under the bridge near 
Mythos Restaurant? Stand by the 
waterfall and you may hear them.

Make a wish by tossing a coin into 
the Mystic Fountain, how did the 
fountain respond?

What animals are looking towards What animals are looking towards 
Poseidon’s fury? It’s a sign.

The W izarding 
W orld of Harry 

Potter
Who is in the Boys’ bathroom in Hogsmeade 
that should not be?

What does the howler from Mrs. Weasley to 
Ron say outside the Owl Post?

What is happening in the window of ‘the three 
broomsticks’?

Find someone dressed in a house robe and ask Find someone dressed in a house robe and ask 
them to teach you your house's secret 
handshake.

Visit Ollivanders, what wand was chosen for the 
guest?

Whose shadow can you spot amongst the 
rafters in the ‘Three Broomsticks’? 

Watch a baby Dinosaur hatch from its egg.  
What type of Dinosaur is it?

Take a photo with a velociraptor.

Find the Spinosaurus in Jurassic Park and 
take a selfie with him.

What happens when you play the correct 
notes on ‘Me Ship The Olive’ piano?

Take a photo of ‘Plymouth Rock’. 

Take a photo of a school of fish.

Grab a photo with a Marvel Superhero.

What name is written into all of the large 
superhero Murals?

Find a phone box and listen to who is 
talking, who was it and what did they say?

Who in the island has a Boulevard named Who in the island has a Boulevard named 
after them?

Which Attorneys have property on super 
hero island?

Find and take a photo outside of ‘stark in-
dustries’

Jurrasic Park

Marvel Super 
Hero Island

Toon Lagoon

Take a break
Grab some Moose Juice or Maybe 

Goose? or lunch in Confisco grill and 
see what items have been taken from 

each island..
good work so far.


